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Abstract—With the growing complexity of computational and
experimental facilities, many scientific researchers are turning to
machine learning (ML) techniques to analyze large scale ensem-
ble data. With complexities such as multi-component workflows,
heterogeneous machine architectures, parallel file systems, and
batch scheduling, care must be taken to facilitate this analysis
in a high performance computing (HPC) environment. In this
paper, we present Merlin, a workflow framework to enable
large ML-friendly ensembles of scientific HPC simulations. By
augmenting traditional HPC with distributed compute technolo-
gies, Merlin aims to lower the barrier for scientific subject
matter experts to incorporate ML into their analysis. In addition
to its design and some examples, we describe how Merlin was
deployed on the Sierra Supercomputer at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory to create an unprecedented benchmark
inertial confinement fusion dataset of approximately 100 million
individual simulations and over 24 terabytes of multi-modal
physics-based scalar, vector and hyperspectral image data.
Index Terms—workflow management, sampling, simulation,
machine learning
I. INTRODUCTION
A. The Problem: Using Machine Learning to Bridge Simula-
tion and Experimentation
A fundamental tenet of scientific investigation is the chal-
lenging of models with experimentation. A process that began
as a search for analytic descriptions of reality has evolved into
the validation of complex computational calculations with in-
creasingly complicated experimental observations. Large scale
experiments, such as those performed at the National Ignition
Facility (NIF) [1], can produce upwards of a gigabyte of multi-
component information on each shot. Furthermore, modern
high performance computing (HPC) platforms have made
it easier than ever to produce large quantities of simulated
data. For example, a single instance of a moderately-resolved
radiation hydrodynamic simulation of a NIF experiment can
produce of order 10 gigabytes of simulation data in six hours
on a single Intel Haswell node [2].
As our capacity to produce scientific data has increased, our
ability to analyze it has largely failed to keep up. A typical
comparison between a NIF experiment and simulation involves
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the distillation of all data into of order 10 scalar quantities, a
process that leaves most of the data unanalyzed and the models
potentially under-constrained.
One hope is that modern data analytics and machine learn-
ing (ML) will provide the tools to help scientific analysis
keep up with scientific data production. Possible applications
include performing near real-time feature selection for data
compression or creating surrogate models for expensive simu-
lation codes. Surrogate models could be used to perform sen-
sitivity studies, optimization, uncertainty quantification, and
validation of computer models against experiments without
running additional HPC simulations.
ML systems require many examples (samples) to build
accurate surrogate models, but HPC systems are designed
to execute at most only a few concurrent instances of very
complex models (e.g. large MPI jobs). This underlying tension
between ML requiring many simulations but HPC being
optimized for a few means that the creation of HPC simulation
datasets used to train ML models must be accomplished with
care. Standard HPC workflow toolkits may not be the most
efficient way to produce the large ensembles of simulation
data required for ML model training.
In this paper, we detail the development of a simulation
workflow framework Merlin, whose purpose is to facilitate
the creation of large scale ensembles of simulation data
suitable for analysis by machine learning tools.
B. Challenges for ML Ensembles in HPC
As a motivating example for the application of ML to an
HPC environment, consider a simple “intelligent” sampling
workflow, which uses active learning to dynamically select
new simulations to add to an ensemble. Since HPC simulations
are expensive, it is reasonable to only run simulations if
necessary to improve the accuracy of the trained model. The
simplest loop to accomplish this involves running simulations,
post-processing the raw data from those simulations into
salient features, training an ML system on those features, eval-
uating the error on that training and adding new simulations
to reduce the model error.
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A major challenge of even this simple workflow is that it is
inherently heterogeneous, involving multiple simulation codes
(at the least, a simulator and a learner). The simulator must
calculate the raw quantities of interest and write them in a data
format that can be read efficiently by the learner. However, the
simulator and learner are likely optimized for a different set of
execution parameters. For instance, learning can be extremely
efficient on a graphics processing unit (GPU), but simulating
might not be, depending on the application. If the raw data
produced by the simulator needs to be post-processed prior to
ingestion by the learner, such a post-processor would likely
have different requirements. This heterogeneous workflow
must be coordinated and orchestrated in an efficient manner,
potentially across multiple batch allocations and hardware
systems, which may or may not be able to directly access
each other.
Modern HPC systems were designed and optimized for the
efficient execution of a few large scale simulations, instead
of the large number of smaller scale simulations necessary
to train accurate ML models. Batch scheduling systems are
generally not designed to launch thousands to millions of
simulations. Parallel file systems can lose performance when
presented with large numbers of concurrent reads and writes
that overwhelm meta-data servers. Dynamically loaded shared
objects can present similar problems.
Fundamentally, creating ML-ready ensembles of HPC sim-
ulation data necessitates a workflow technology that can
efficiently coordinate asynchronous heterogeneous simulation
tasks at scales well beyond the designed operation of HPC
systems. Merlin aims to fill this space.
C. Related Existing Workflow Technologies
Workflow technology is a rich field, where many approaches
provide similar functionality. Their underlying mechanisms,
implementations, and flexibility vary widely. These technolo-
gies range from full workflow tools to scripting languages for
procedurally generating tasks. In this section, we briefly survey
some existing workflow technologies that have been applied
to scientific computing.
Pegasus [3] and Fireworks [4] are full workflow systems
which provide task tracking, generalized scheduling, and
Python APIs for creating workflows programmatically. Both
allow tasks to be defined using directed acyclic graphs (DAGs).
The Fireworks “Launchpad” (built on MongoDB) is a staging
mechanisms which pushes bundles of work called Fireworkers
to compute nodes. Pegasus makes use of HTCondor through
DAGMan and follows a pull model.
The Sandia Analysis Workbench (SAW) provides users
a GUI interface and plugin system using the Eclipse IDE
and their integrated OSGi plugin system [5]. SAW provides
flexibility by implementing plugins as generalized extension
points representing abstract configurations that define an in-
terface. Plugins can be tied together to build larger workflow
processes, in particular workflows geared towards verification
and validation testing (V&V). All components implement a
backend Java interface to their workflow engine, allowing
components to be used to create an explicit workflow graph
and enables task scheduling and monitoring.
The UQ Pipeline [6] has application specific capabilities
such as performing sensitivity studies, estimating parameter
values, and a host of other features. The UQ Pipeline makes
use of CRAM [7] to consolidate jobs in a batch system so
that they can achieve high sample counts in their workflows
without submitting huge numbers of jobs to HPC clusters.
On the other end of the spectrum, Swift [8] is a popular
parallel scripting language. It supports most of the structures
expected from a programming language and can create dy-
namic workflows. Like Pegasus, it follows a data flow model.
Swift follows a functional approach, where functions take in
data inputs and produce data to be passed to other functions.
While these technologies provide a robust set of features,
they are not without their challenges. In broad terms, these
workflow technologies fall under two categories: distributed
lightweight computing or localized large scale HPC.
Distributed workflow systems tend to have larger sets of
features, but provide domain scientists, who are used to work-
ing in HPC environments, with an expensive upfront training
cost, and can potentially lock scientists into release cycles out
of their control. The lack of control on new features can be
limiting, especially as new forms of compute hardware become
available (GPUs, ASICs, etc.) and when testing on leadership
class machines. Security imposes additional constraints in
HPC environments, and retaining system security and integrity
often disqualifies commercial tools due to the necessary ef-
forts to verify software before use. Other limitations include
the necessary traceability of user actions which disqualifies
services that obfuscate such information. More fully fledged
workflow tools like Pegasus and Fireworks are attractive, but
obtaining the security approvals to stand up their backend
technologies in HPC environments can prove cumbersome.
HPC-focused workflow technologies, such as the UQ
Pipeline, Swift, CONDOR [9] and EMEWS [10] (the latter
two are built upon Swift), focus on executing many tasks in a
single large MPI job running on a single machine. Approaches
like Swift that avoid coordination via the filesystem show
advantages in scaling, but their focus on single batch job
ensembles precludes cross- system workflow coordination. On
the other hand, Maestro [11] can coordinate across batch jobs,
but does so via filesystem coordination and live background
processes running on login nodes, limiting throughput. Pro-
grammatic interfaces, such as those in the UQ Pipeline and
Swift, and GUI-interfaces like in SAW, represent barriers for
user adoption, since their interfaces represent a new language
for subject matter experts to learn. This contrasts with Mae-
stro’s lightweight YAML specification for DAG definition,
which has users define workflow steps in shell syntax.
D. Existing Large-Scale Scientific Simulation Ensembles
The creation of large-scale scientific simulation databases
is an emerging trend in HPC. Simulations can provide multi-
variate data (e.g. time-series, scalar, vector and image) that are
physically correlated by design. Due to their complexity and
scale, large simulation datasets with large numbers of sam-
ples/instances are an attractive challenge to ML systems. Of
the publicly available datasets in the UCI ML repository [12],
the largest sample size consists of 63 million instances of time-
series medical sensor data [13]. Of the 49 physical science
datasets, the largest consists of roughly 11 million particle
physics simulations [14] intended for scalar classification.
These datasets mainly contain scalar numbers (either static
or as time-series), so they are gigabytes in size.
Ensemble simulations that produce data on a grid or gen-
erate synthetic images may produce much larger numbers of
samples and much larger datasets. An ensemble of 10,240 sim-
ulations of Earth’s weather was run on the K Computer [15].
This ensemble produced 1.21 TB of data and roughly 3.3
million grid slices. A grid slice can be thought of as a
40,960 “pixel” image (i.e. one pixel per grid zone). As a
benchmark for HPC-based simulations of multivariate data
(scalar, vector, image), the authors of [2] used an on-node
producer-consumer task queue system [16] to create a 70
TB database of 60,000 multiphysics simulations. The dataset
includes roughly a billion compressed synthetic x-ray images
as well as time series and scalars.
E. Summary of Merlin and Paper Outline
In this paper we explore the creation of a lightweight,
scalable workflow suite specifically designed to enable large
ensembles of HPC simulations tailored for ready analysis
by machine learning tools. The software, Merlin, combines
workflow and HPC technologies in a framework that enables
the scalable execution of heterogeneous workflows suitable
for next-generation ML-driven workflows. It is compatible
with present day HPC systems, security models and front-
line multiphysics codes. Sec. II details the design of Merlin,
while Sec. III demonstrates its use on a variety of applications.
In particular we show that Merlin can handle a variety
of ensemble types, from the efficient execution of many
lightweight tasks, to multi-machine heterogeneous simulator-
learner workflows to large multiphysics-based ensembles. We
demonstrate Merlin’s capability by reporting on the creation
of an unprecedentedly large inertial confinement fusion (ICF)
dataset, consisting of approximately 100 million simulations
and 4.8 billion images, that was generated on the Sierra
Supercomputer at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
II. MERLIN
An ML-integrated workflow system designed to create mas-
sive ensembles of multi-physics simulations has a number of
design considerations that are not present in smaller work-
flows. In particular, such a system must be able to:
• Operate in an HPC environment
• Produce and process the data from > 105 MPI-driven
simulations
• Support both in-situ (on-node) and in-transit (concurrent)
analysis
• Support multi-machine and multi-batch slot workflows
• Support multiple executable types
With these considerations as motivation, we next discuss
the technological choices that went into Merlin. We show
how these choices make possible an example workflow of
simulation and machine learning on multiple machines.
A. Design Considerations
The primary design consideration for Merlin is the envi-
ronment in which large scale simulations must be run, namely
large HPC systems such as Sierra. These systems operate at the
leading edge of computational technology and at a uniquely
large scale, under constrained access models. Efficiently ex-
ecuting a single instance of a simulation at these scales can
require customized libraries, compilers, environment setup and
control. They also require effective interfacing with a system
batch scheduler, which may, along with the operating system
on the machine, be unique. At these large scales, failures of
hardware and software are to be expected.
These constraints alone imply that a “one size fits all”
approach to a workflow is likely insufficient. Put another
way, subject matter experts need to be able to have fine and
programmatic control over the execution of their component
applications. Individual components may need to run on dif-
ferent machines, each with their own batch scheduling systems
and potentially their own isolated file systems. Furthermore,
the competition for available computational resources on these
machines can be fierce, with simulation throughput highly
dependent on the background load on the system.
Beyond the unique operating environment of heterogeneous
state-of-the-art HPC systems, ensembles of multi-physics sim-
ulations will likely need to consist of a large quantity of
individual samples. As an example, the machine learning
model used in [2] was trained on an ensemble of roughly
60, 000 ICF simulations. Since ML-systems require a large
number of individual sample points to obtain an accurate
representation of the response surface, a suitable workflow
needs to be able to accommodate and coordinate the execution
of at least tens of thousands of MPI-based simulations.
Another consideration is that these multi-physics codes can
produce a large quantity of raw data, for instance mesh-based
fields such as temperature and density. Prior to being fed into
a machine learning model, these raw quantities must be post-
processed into derived quantities, such as synthetic diagnostic
signatures, or hand-curated features. While the raw data itself
can be quite large, of order gigabytes or more per simulation,
the derived quantities themselves can be of order megabytes,
depending on the type of data of interest. This necessity to
post-process implies that an ML-driven workflow needs to be
able to handle both in-situ (processed in-line by the parent
simulation code) and in-transit (processed by a separate data
processing step) analysis.
Additionally, an ML-driven large scale HPC ensemble may
need to be executed on multiple machines across multiple
batch slots. The need for multiple batch slots is straightforward
- many leadership class machines have time limits to the length
of a single job. Unless all simulations in an ensemble can
complete on the allocated resources prior to the time limit,
the workflow will need to be able to coordinate and spill-over
into multiple resource allocations. These batch slots, however,
might not be on the same machine. For example, the ML
systems might train most efficiently on different hardware than
is optimal for the main simulation code. Such an ensemble
would consist of different executables, whose work needs to
be coordinated.
All of these considerations motivate a series of technological
choices to more easily enable ML-suitable large ensembles.
Scalability arguments suggest that simulation coordination
needs to be accomplished via message passing, instead of
queries to files or the batch system. The need for multiple
machines and batch systems implies that workflow coordina-
tion should persist outside of any particular job. The unique
HPC environments and the customization required to effec-
tively execute multiphysics codes on leadership class machines
means that the workflow interface needs to accommodate the
shell-based commands subject matter experts require for their
parallel jobs. Data formats should be portable across machines
and languages, with the capability for in-memory and on-disk
inter-operability. ML-driven ensembles may require distributed
and dynamic task creation to avoid bottlenecks at scale and to
enable intelligent sampling schemes.
B. Technological Choices
1) Merlin Components: There were several factors used to
determine technological choices for Merlin. These factors
included ease of use, flexibility, and scalability in an HPC
environment. The system needed to be flexible enough to swap
out underlying technologies but still scale to meet current and
future needs.
To enable cross-machine workflow coordination,
Merlin relies on Celery as an underlying distributed
tasking system. Celery was selected for its prevalence in
the Python ecosystem for asynchronous task scheduling
and its ability to scale up to millions of tasks [17]. Celery
also provides the ability to work with different task brokers
and results backends, allowing for flexibility in choosing
underlying technologies. Of those considered, RabbitMQ [18]
was selected as the task broker for its ability to scale to
large numbers of tasks and its support of multiple queues.
Redis [19] was selected for its ability to coordinate chords
of tasks in a lightweight, asynchronous and scalable way, to
help prevent locking in the task scheduler.
Maestro [11] was chosen as the interface for Merlin as
it provides a flexible YAML based specification for defining
tasked based workflows in a shell syntax. Merlin takes
the task graph generated by Maestro, and duplicates steps
substituting parameters that vary with each sample, then
dynamically schedules those steps as asynchronous tasks in
Celery. Maestro also provides the abstractions necessary to
allow users to specify their workflow routines. This important
feature of Maestro allows Merlin’s design to focus on being
generally robust for arbitrary tasks, while allowing users to
define complex workflows without the overhead of learning a
new language, programming model, GUI-interface or plugin
system.
2) Workflow Components: Merlin abstracts out the user’s
workflow configuration to a set of user-defined steps that are
independent of the workflow system. This design allows a
wide range of multiphysics simulations workflows to run at
scale under Merlin by leveraging the workflow specification.
This approach encourages decoupled and modular components
that can be specified as needed for Merlin to run. Simple tools
we have developed for our specific use cases are shipped with
Merlin, providing examples for users to adopt and build on.
Conduit [20], a data exchange library developed at LLNL,
is used as a means to efficiently and portably serialize the
large quantities of data required for running large scale ma-
chine learning ensembles at scale. Conduit’s tree structure for
describing data allows simple tools to be written for data trans-
lation and ingestion between workflow steps. This choice also
improves portability and flexibility, since Conduit supports
multiple file formats, such as hdf5, json and ADIOS [21].
Flux [22] is a framework containing a family of projects
used to build site-customized resource management systems
for HPC data centers. It not only provides a consistent HPC
program launch interface across all of the LLNL HPC systems
(e.g. as an intermediate layer to srun or jsrun), but also
is a hierarchical core-based scheduler. This allows Flux to
nest launches and scale beyond the limitations of native batch
schedulers in the number of concurrent job processes.
3) System Integration: Standing up Merlin to run on high
performance clusters requires a centrally visible location for
RabbitMQ and Redis. For our use case, separate servers were
stood up for RabbitMQ and Redis. These servers communicate
with HPC clusters to send and receive tasks for distribution to
Celery workers.
Running a workflow involves submitting the YAML study
specification to Merlin, which processes the study and dy-
namically creates and configures tasks for the workflow. Those
tasks are then enqueued with the task broker, RabbitMQ.
Celery workers must be launched on a compute cluster to
process the work. The Celery workers are submitted via the
compute cluster’s batch system and run for a set amount of
time. We instantiate a flux instance within a batch allocation.
Flux launches a number of Celery workers that pull the queued
tasks from the broker and begin to process them, making
additional calls to the parent Flux instance as needed. Flux
automatically coordinates the allocation of resources within
the batch allocation on a per-task basis. The Redis server stores
the state of the tasks to provide persistence in the case of
needing to rerun or restart tasks. Additional batch allocations,
either on the same or different machines, stand up their own
Flux instance and workers, which connect to the central server
to process more tasks.
This approach allows Merlin to scale to millions of
tasks on HPC clusters working with any batch scheduler
without having to develop custom infrastructure, beyond
the Rabbit/Redis server. The system integration also permits
Merlin to submit and process jobs across multiple HPC
machines.
In sum, Merlin is a workflow framework that enables
asynchronous multi-machine, multi-batch HPC simulation en-
sembles at scale. It leverages producer- consumer task queuing
technology (in the form of Celery, RabbitMQ and Redis),
hierarchical batch job launching (Flux), a shell-like DAG
construction interface (Maestro) and portable hierarchical data
formats (Conduit). These design choices support traditional
workflows and machine learning workflows. We show in the
next section how the design enables the creation of large
scale, distributed HPC simulation ensembles necessary for
ML-integrated HPC scientific workflows.
III. EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS
Several examples have been chosen to demonstrate the
current capabilities of Merlin. These examples range from
high throughput simple problems to large scale scientific
simulation ensembles to ML-integrated dynamic workflows.
The first runs a billion instances of “Hello, World” through
Merlin to check for any bottlenecks that appear when pro-
cessing very large numbers of tasks. The second runs the
JAG [23] ICF model for 100 million different parameter sets
and looks for bottlenecks when processing large amounts of
synthetic data. The third is a real world example of simulating
EUV light sources for use in photolithography and tests
readiness for dealing with complex workflows designed by
end users. Specifically, this test couples an MPI-driven physics
code (HYDRA [24]), an interpreted post-processing language
and a simple ML generated surrogate model to accelerate
optimization of simulation physics parameters. Next we use
Merlin to create an ensemble of HYDRA simulations for
ICF design, simulations which incorporate in-situ data process-
ing. Finally we explore JAG-based workflows that integrate
scalable learning (MPI+GPU via LBANN [25]), both after-
the-fact and iteratively. This final example demonstrates that
Merlin can coordinate scientific simulation and advanced
ML training on different hardware and batch allocations in
dynamic workflows that can feed back on themselves.
A. 1 Billion Hello Worlds on Quartz
1) Motivation: In real-world workflows, particularly those
aiming to execute enough simulations to accurately train a ML
model, the number of tasks can be in the millions. At this level
and beyond, various potential scalability pitfalls exist. These
include:
• Task issue rate – can Merlin issue tasks fast enough to
a single task broker to saturate an HPC data center?
• Inode count – if we are running millions or more tasks,
and these tasks create permanent data, it is possible to
exceed HPC centers’ quotas on inodes per directory.
• Server bottlenecks – can a single RabbitMQ server and a
single Redis backend maintain connections with and keep
workers occupied across an entire compute center?
2) The experiment: To explore the scalability of Merlin,
we ran 1 billion simple tasks. We precomputed N random
floats between 0.0 and 1.0 and divided them up among W
workers (one per hardware thread) that write “Hello from
{compute node}, processing {task id} sample with value
{sample value}” to disk.
3) Execution strategy: Early work on this experiment re-
vealed the barriers of task enqueuing speed, file system limi-
tations, and poor I/O performance. To overcome these issues,
we adopted the following hierarchical approach for Merlin:
1) Organize b tasks into a bundle, each task with a unique
identifier. Celery and RabbitMQ enqueue T=N /b bun-
dles.
2) Results from a bundle are collected in memory and
written to a shared Conduit [20] file which organizes
tasks’ data into a tree and manages I/O to hdf5.
3) Bundles are stored in a directory hierarchy with no more
than B bundles in a given directory, and no more than
D subdirectories in any given directory.
4) Each task is given an identifier that is a simple encoding
of where they belong in the hierarchy; e.g., task 0.0.1.2.3
is found in 0/0/1/bundle2.hdf5/3.
Adopting this structure allows multiple Celery workers to
generate tasks concurrently and thereby generate tasks fast
enough to keep many simulation workers busy. The limit on
inodes per directory is avoided, and the total number of files
written is less by a factor of b.
As a test implementation of the above strategy, with N
= 109, b = 1000, T = 106, B = 106, D = ∞, W = 536
(i.e. a flat directory structure, and a bundle size of 1000) the
total wallclock time was 3.5 hours on 16 nodes of Quartz at
LLNL. Utilizing a hierarchy with B = 100, D = 100 on the
same hardware resources, and with the same bundle sizes and
task counts yielded a runtime of 17 minutes, demonstrating
the effectiveness of this hierarchical strategy at removing task
queuing as a bottleneck. A baseline estimate of the overhead
Merlin imposes for executing 106 tasks is 1× 10−3 seconds
per task. Furthermore the bundled approach produces larger
files with fewer files per directory and increases the efficiency
of Lustre file system access.
In sum, Merlin’s design choices of task bundling, dis-
tributed task creation, hierarchical file and directory structures
all help to avoid the potential pitfalls inherent with executing
simulation ensembles at the scale necessary to generate ML-
ready HPC ensembles.
B. 100 Million JAG runs on Sierra
1) The Goal: Create a Massive Physics-Based Dataset for
ML Model Development: The primary goal of Merlin is
the facilitation of large-scale simulation ensembles on HPC
systems. This section demonstrates Merlin’s capabilities by
showing how it created an unprecedentedly large fusion simu-
lation dataset, consisting of the multi-variate results of roughly
100 million individual simulations on the Sierra Supercom-
puter at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
2) The JAG ICF Model: JAG [23] is a semi-analytic model
of ICF implosions in 3D. As initial conditions, it takes two 0-
dimensional physics variables and three 3-dimensional capsule
perturbations and evolves an ICF capsule through the final
stages of a NIF experiment. In the process it produces scalar,
time-series and hyper-spectral ray-traced images of the im-
plosion, which can be directly compared to experiments. Each
simulation runs in python on a single thread for approximately
five minutes and outputs 48 images (at 4 frequencies, 3
viewing angles and 4 times), 16 time-series, 23 physics scalar
quantities, 10 performance/system scalars, plus the simulation
input parameters and associated meta-data.
3) Results: The 100M Ensemble: We used Merlin to
parallelize the execution of JAG during early access time on
the Sierra supercomputer. Although JAG itself does not make
use of Sierra’s GPUs, both Sierra’s scale (no. of CPUs, size
and speed of parallel filesystem) and the desire to have the
dataset present on the system for GPU-driven ML applications
served as motivation for using Sierra.
We employed the bundling, file hierarchy and parallel task
creation techniques described in Sec. III-A. Each bundle
consisted of 10 simulations which were dumped via Conduit
into hdf5 files, with 100 files per leaf directory. Once each leaf
directory was filled, an aggregation task collected the bundle
files into a single hdf5 data file containing 1000 simulations.
Each simulation produces approximately 300 kB of zipped
hdf5 data and a 1000-simulation aggregated bundle is roughly
300 MB.
The aim was to produce 100M simulations using blue
stair noise [26] sampling across 5 dimensions precomputed
and stored in 100 independent binary files, which were read
asynchronously during task creation.
We used Flux [22] to launch Celery workers across multiple
independent batch jobs of varying sizes (64, 128, 256, 512, and
1024 nodes of 40 workers each, one per core). Each batch
job submitted itself as a dependent job via jsrun to create a
“worker farm” of batch requests. This scheme allowed any
holes in the scheduling system to be filled with a combination
of worker jobs, thereby maximizing utilization and throughput.
At peak, we were able to run 1024 node and 512 node jobs
simultaneously. 61,440 concurrent workers were processing
simulation requests, communicating with the Rabbit server
and writing to the disk. At this rate we were executing
approximately 1 million simulations and writing about 100
GB of physics data per wall-clock hour.
The initial run of tasks showed approximately a 70%
completion rate, with the main reason for failing tasks being
file system (I/O) and node failures during the volatile early
access period. A second run, in which Merlin tasks first
crawled the directory tree and resubmitted missing simulations
back to the Rabbit task queue brought the success rate to
85%. After one final pass of task resubmissions, 99755022
simulations completed successfully, with only 220978 failing
due internal (physics) errors. The dataset totaled 24TB spread
out across 99976 files. Its size (in number of samples and total
volume) and complexity (scalars, time series, hyperspectral
images) alone make it a cutting edge scientific dataset (see
Sec. I-D).
The 100M dataset also highlights some features of the
Merlin workflow system. Firstly, the task queuing system
naturally separates what is to be run from where it is to be
run and allowed us to exploit multiple concurrent batch jobs of
different allocation sizes. This increased our system utilization
and reduced batch queue wait times. Secondly, the hierarchical
data directory system, the use of hdf5, and task result bundling
allowed the asynchronous creation of a large dataset without
the need for file locking or I/O coordination. We exploited on-
node memory for the temporary storage of simulation results
within a bundle prior to writing to disk. Thirdly, the integration
with Flux for job launching enabled the just-in-time launching
of tens of thousands of simultaneous simulations (at a peak
rate of over 250 / second). This allowed the task-queue system
to coordinate the sequence of work to be done without the
explicit need for job and resource scheduling. Finally, the use
of independent atomistic tasks creates workflow resilience via
a natural re-submission framework. Simulations that did not
complete were easily identified through exception handling
during the run, or through detection of corrupt data after-the-
fact, and resubmitted to the task queue system. Merlin nat-
urally takes advantage of multiple batch allocations, so work-
flow “cleanup” could happen at a later time with a smaller
allocation.
Above all, the 100M JAG database created during the early
access Sierra period with Merlin demonstrates a significant
technological step in the creation of rich, multi-modal, large
scale scientific simulation ensembles.
C. A multi-component workflow EUV Lithography
Laser-heated tin extreme ultraviolet (EUV) sources are used
in integrated circuit fabrication plants. This section discusses
an example workflow for a real world problem: accelerating
the development of optimally-designed EUV sources. In this
example, we use Merlin to run an ensemble of HYDRA [24]
simulations of EUV emission from tin targets.
Our workflow consists of several steps:
1) Process the specification file to select sample parameters
and insert Celery tasks into the Rabbit queue.
2) Run an ensemble of HYDRA MPI multiphysics simu-
lations using Flux as the launcher.
3) Post-process each simulation to generate a synthetic
EUV spectrum using Yorick [27], [28].
4) Collect the conversion efficiency (CE) in a 2% bandpass
around 13.5 nm using Yorick.
5) Fit a surrogate model to the CE at the sample points in
the N-dimensional parameter space using the Random
Forest (RF) regressor from Scikit Learn [29].
6) Make summary plots using Python [30].
We ran 20 ensembles (with up to 2048 samples each) using
1.9 µm thulium lasers and 10.6 µm CO2 lasers, liquid and
vapor tin targets, and varying the laser intensity and target
thickness. Ensembles ran 2 concurrent HYDRA simulations
per node, coordinated by Celery worker calls to Flux. The
Fig. 1. CO2 laser conversion efficiency as a function of simulated target
parameters, as predicted by a machine learning model (a random forest
regressor) trained on the results of the radiation hydrodynamic simulations.
The maximum occurs over a narrow range of laser intensities and depends
weakly on target thickness. The Merlin workflow coordinates MPI multi-
physics simulations, interpreted language data post-processing, RF training
and prediction.
workers automatically post-processed the raw HYDRA dumps,
trained the RF model, and used the trained model to create
plots identifying optimal parameters. Figure 1 shows a contour
plot of the CE from the surrogate model as a function of laser
intensity and target length. The RF model shows that the CE
varied by a factor of 6 over this parameter range and that the
optimal CE occurs over a small range of laser intensities.
These simulations showed that the proposed thulium laser
and the existing CO2 laser produce similar EUV emission
over a range of laser pulses and target designs. They have
stimulated discussion about whether thulium lasers should be
developed for use in future EUV sources. This real world
example shows how HPC multi-physics simulations can be
combined with machine learning to speed up the design
process. Merlin enables users to run these complex workflows
via a simple interface.
D. ICF Capsule Implosions
The aim of ICF is to compress a hollow shell of cryogenic
deuterium-tritium (DT) fuel to thermonuclear conditions. The
spherical DT ice shell is encased in an ablator material, the
outer surface of which is heated indirectly via x-rays gener-
ated in an encasing hohlraum (in another variant, the laser
directly heats the capsule). As the capsule surface ablates, the
spherical shell implodes and compresses to high temperature
and density. The goal is to have the gas at the center of the
shell ignite a fusion burn wave, which consumes the DT shell
and releases large amounts of fusion energy. Achieving fusion
ignition in the laboratory is one of the key goals of NIF and
would mark a major step towards the ultimate goal of clean
energy from fusion-based power plants.
1) HYDRA ICF Ensembles: HYDRA simulations of vary-
ing fidelity have been used to design experiments and to gain
understanding of experimental results since NIF became oper-
ational in 2009, via both detailed simulations of existing exper-
iments and simulation ensembles to design future experiments.
One-dimensional HYDRA simulations, which require 5-10
core-minutes each, are useful for a variety of scientific studies
(the initial specifications for the NIF point design included
such 1D simulations [31]). Two dimensional simulations (200
CPU-hours each) have been used in conjunction with simple
ML models for more realistic design optimization [2] and the
highest fidelity 3D models (5 million CPU-hours each) [32]
offer detailed analysis of experimental results.
This section is an example of using Merlin to create
an ensemble of ICF capsule simulation implosions at much
lower overhead than existing techniques, as embodied by the
UQ Pipeline [6] based custom workflow used in [16]. That
method used file system queries to coordinate the workflow,
had dedicated producer-consumer workers for in-transit data
analysis and leveraged the UQ Pipeline for batch system
integration. Using disk queries and batch system launching
produced a significant overhead for large ensembles.
Traditional HPC workflow managers, like Maestro, the UQ
Pipeline, and CONDOR, coordinate job execution via file
system queries. They were designed for long-running jobs,
such as the 2D ICF capsule simulations in [16], and can
tolerate this overhead. The workflow overhead when running
an ensemble with the UQ Pipeline scales linearly with the
number of concurrent jobs packed into a single batch allo-
cation, because the run manger (on a dedicated node) polls
the status of each simulation in turn. For 1D HYDRA capsule
simulations running on rzTopaz at LLNL, this overhead was
about 2 minutes per simulation at a concurrency of 72 (one per
core on two nodes) and 5 minutes each at a concurrency of 180
(one per core on 5 nodes) [33]. Considering that a dedicated
node is required in each situation to poll the simulations and
manage the runs, 52% of the compute resources are dedicated
to job management while running 72 concurrent 5-minute long
1D simulations (7 node-minutes for the supervising node and
2 minutes overhead per simulation node out of 21 total node-
minutes). At a concurrency of 180 (on 5 nodes of simulations
and 1 node supervising), this becomes 58% (10 node-minutes
supervising plus 5 minutes overhead per simulation node, out
of 60 total node-minutes). This overhead is too high for large
ensembles of quickly running (e.g. 1D) simulations.
Merlin can overcome these limitations by significantly
reducing the overhead associated with workflow management.
We show in Fig. 2 the physics results (thermonuclear yield)
calculated from 952 1D HYDRA capsule simulations executed
via Merlin (as in Sec. III-C, Celery workers coordinate the
workflow and use Flux to execute HYDRA) on 10 nodes
of rzTopaz. The workflow in this situation involves a few
steps: generate the simulation mesh, exit, run the simulation
to a stopping criteria, check for errors, dynamically re-queue
if necessary, load intermediate data calculated by HYDRA’s
internal in-situ analysis modules and convert it to the Conduit
format (3 MB per simulation) for later analysis.
As expected from a real world example like this, the work-
flow overhead is larger than the 10−3 seconds per task from the
1 Billion Hello World example in Sec. III-A. We find that the
Fig. 2. Histogram of the neutron yield for a 952 run HYDRA ensemble
simulation on rzTopaz.
Fig. 3. Simple Merlin task DAG for a JAG CycleGAN workflow. The
learn step is driven by the LBANN scalable DL toolkit.
overhead rises to roughly 30 seconds per simulation. At 9% of
the total compute time, Merlin demonstrates over 5x lower
overhead than the UQ Pipeline. And, given the 10−3 seconds
of per-task estimated overhead from the Hello World example,
we speculate that this 9% represents the near minimum re-
quired overhead for error checking, restarting, analysis and file
I/O operations for this 1D HYDRA capsule workflow. More
importantly, a series of experiments on rzAnsel and Lassen
(both similar to Sierra) do not show overhead sensitivity to
the number of concurrent simulations.
The conclusion is that Merlin enables real world scalable
HPC scientific simulation ensemble creation.
E. Deep Learning at Scale with LBANN
Having shown that Merlin enables a variety of HPC
workflows at scale, we pivot now to a central goal: enabling
HPC simulation workflows that can couple efficiently to deep
learning (DL) systems for scientific discovery. In particular, we
focus on coupling the Livermore Big Artificial Neural Network
(LBANN) software to drive DL in a scientific Merlin work-
flow (learn step in Figure 3).
The Livermore Big Artificial Neural Network toolkit
(LBANN) is a DL library suited for training very large deep
neural network (DNN) models in parallel on very large data
sets [25]. While Merlin supports ensembles that use any
machine learning library, LBANN’s scalability and emphasis
on HPC machine learning make it uniquely suited to this role.
A major challenge is that LBANN is optimized for distributed
GPU training, but simulators like JAG or HYDRA currently
are not.
As a proof-of-concept that Merlin can coordinate disparate
simulation and training software, we extend the JAG work-
flow to include LBANN as a post-simulation step to train
Fig. 4. Training and validation loss over 100 epochs. From LBANN
CycleGAN on data from 1000 JAG simulation runs.
a cyclic GAN model on multi-modal (hyper-spectral image
and scalar) JAG results. The CycleGAN, which couples a
forward and inverse model with an adversarial loss term, has
been shown [34] to work well for this data, with a variety of
physically appealing properties.
A directed acyclic graph in Figure 3 shows the tasks and
task dependencies of the coupled JAG-LBANN workflow.
Executing the workflow file launches 1000 instances of JAG,
then trains an LBANN CycleGAN model on the results.
Figure 4 shows training and validation loss decreasing with
training epoch for the workflow executed on one node of the
Pascal computer at LLNL. Since JAG runs on each of the
36 independent workers (one per core) and LBANN trains
with the node’s GPU, this workflow demonstrates Merlin can
successfully couple scientific CPU-based codes (JAG) with
GPU-based learning (LBANN).
1) Using Merlin to integrate LBANN and JAG into an
iterative ML-driven workflow: As mentioned in Sec. I-B, the
simplest ML-driven HPC workflow is an iterative one, in
which a group of simulations are first executed, their results
ingested by a learner, and new simulations launched if the
error in the learned model is unacceptable. To demonstrate
that Merlin enables this, we extend the workflow in Fig. 3
with a single step that evaluates the LBANN model error and
adds new samples to the queue if the loss is too large and the
total number of previous calls is below some limit.
Figure 5 shows the time trace histories of the number of
tasks waiting to be executed in four different worker queues,
when executing the iterative workflow on Pascal in two sepa-
rate batch jobs of 4 nodes each (36 cores per node, one worker
per CPU core, launched through Flux). The workflow begins
with 500 JAG simulations in the hopper. The 288 independent
workers take approximately 550 seconds to complete the 500
JAGs, consistent with roughly 4 core-minutes per JAG (each
worker completes about two JAG simulations).1 Once the
JAG simulations finish, a task is created and executed to
verify the simulation data and compile a list of successful
simulations to be used in training. Afterwords, a learn task
1This consistency with the execution time of the 100M dataset serves as
additional evidence that Merlin provides a scalable ensemble framework,
since the core physics code executes as quickly with 288 workers as with
61,440.
Fig. 5. Time trace of the number of tasks waiting to be completed in an
iterative JAG-LBANN workflow, which launches 500 new simulations every
iteration, verifies the results, trains a new learning model on the totality of
data, then launches more simulations to reduce the error. The bottom panel
zooms in around the first training epoch to show time spent verifying data
and launching more simulations.
begins, which launches LBANN on 4 nodes (in the batch job
of whichever worker picks up the task), utilizing all of the
GPUs for learning. After the model finishes training, another
task is created to check the model loss and relaunches a new
task DAG of 500 more simulations, if needed.
Although relatively small in scale, this example demon-
strates Merlin’s ability to coordinate a heterogeneous (CPU +
GPU) ML-driven workflow, with dynamic task creation across
multiple batch jobs.
IV. CONCLUSION
Merlin is a workflow framework designed to facilitate the
creation of large scale ensembles of HPC-driven simulations.
With an eye toward future integrated ML-driven workflows, it
combines distributed asynchronous task-queuing software with
HPC technologies, such as flexible hierarchical data formats
and next-generation batch schedulers, in a simple interface that
allows for the flexibility required to execute MPI-driven multi-
physics simulations in a leadership-class HPC environment.
In this paper we demonstrated Merlin’s use through a
few examples, showing how it enables heterogeneous cross-
machine workflows comprised of multiple applications, from
MPI-driven multi-physics and ML codes to interpreted post-
processing and simple scripts. The 1 Billion Hello Worlds
example in Sec. III-A showed that the underlying task-queuing
system can scalably issue and process tasks. Through the
100M JAG dataset, we demonstrated how Merlin can scale to
thousands of nodes and coordinate tens of thousands of asyn-
chronous workers. When combined with Flux and deployed on
Sierra, it was able to process roughly 1 million ICF simulations
per hour to create a uniquely rich massive simulation ensemble
dataset, which because of its size and complexity, could serve
as a benchmark to stress advanced ML systems. The examples
with HYDRA show real-world scientific applications of MPI-
driven codes. We showed in Sec. III-E that Merlin can be
used to couple scientific codes with scalable deep learning
software, for after-the-fact training on ensemble results, or
iteratively in a dynamic self-appending workflow.
The 100M JAG dataset created with Merlin represents a
significant step forward in both the scale and complexity of
scientific simulation ensembles. As future work, we intend to
publicly release the dataset (a subset can be found online [35]).
Additional work includes developing an API for periodic tasks
and tools to facilitate job monitoring, clean-up, and resub-
mission. Lastly, templated workflows and worker submission
scripts would not only allow for increased user adoption,
but could also be exploited to recursively and dynamically
create workflows, as may be required for advanced intelligent
sampling of simulation parameters.
While Merlin itself pushes the boundaries of contemporary
simulation ensemble creation, our work demonstrates above
all that a confluence of distributed and traditional HPC tech-
nologies represents a promising path towards the realization
of next-generation ML-integrated scientific computing.
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